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From: Puco ContactOPSB
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2021 11:51 AM
To: Puco Docketing
Subject: public comment for 20-1605-EL-BGN

I am writing to express my “Non” support for the Birch solar project’s application with the Ohio Power 
Siting Board. 

My reasons for non-support for this project is based on fact checking and from researching with other 
national solar farms in operation or has been in operation and now abandoned or not used, the 
negative impact on the environment for each panel produced compared with the life span of the 
panel, maintenance cost and who is responsible for the removal of the panel systems when they have 
been spent, what impact they will have on the environment after removal and where will the materials 
go once they are removed. 

This is nothing more than a promotional ploy for carbon free emissions and promoting green 
energy.  When it is well known over the last 100 years climate has not changed for the worst but has 
cooled, this is due to CO2 in the atmosphere, CO2 is the reason for the planet becoming green, 
plants rely on CO2 for life, if we reduce CO2 emissions then we are basically killing ourselves 
reducing oxygen by killing plant life.  We kill plant life just to mine for the heavy materials that make 
up the solar panels. 

So who does this benefit?  The people who produce the panels, the think tank behind closed doors 
whose excitement is based on getting this to market, the engineer, the marketing teams etc., and 
then the company boards who see dollar signs. 

I think you should take a good look at a recent documentary from Michael Moore called “”Planet of 
the Humans ``. If you have not watched this then you are denying yourself the truth. 

Have a wonderful green day! 

Thank you, 

Gary Haas 
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